CODE 5
FIRST ARTICLE INSPECTION

Seller shall schedule a First Article Inspection for Buyer at Seller’s plant, and shall schedule a comparable inspection at production change points or for specified articles following major tooling or design changes, or subsequent to evident quality degradation. For a First Article Inspection, Seller shall present the “first article” for Buyer’s examination, and shall present or demonstrate the following to Buyer, as a minimum:

(a) Drawings, specifications, and other documentation used for manufacture, inspection and test of the “first article”;

(b) Objective evidence of inspection acceptance of tooling and test equipment used to produce the “first article”;

(c) Objective evidence of Seller’s inspection and acceptance of the “first article”;

(d) Compliance with Quality Program requirements of this order.

(e) Other applicable documentation, data, demonstrations, tests, or evidence of conformance of “first article” to requirements of this order.